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HOLLIDAY ADVENTURES

DHM 
Inspiring, 

Instructing & 
Involving the Next 

Generation of  
Missional Leaders 

Worldwide!
A BOLD MOVE 

TWO X TWO VISION 
	 Last October, I downloaded an app 
designed to spark creativity in writing and 
story-telling.  Two of  the first questions I read 
did just that.  “What could you do to totally disrupt 
your industry?”  Our industry?  What is our 
industry, and how can we disrupt it?   
	 The second question.  “What if  you offered 
everything for free?”  Free?  Can we do that?  
Would that even be possible?  What impact 
would that have? 

Watch the announcement from this year’s 
Sonlife D•Conference here in Orlando where we 
announced our new Two X Two vision.   

We’re changing everything! 
vimeo.com/257724473 

DISCIPLEMAKING RESOURCES 
We’ve just finished writing and releasing a 

new free e-book, the 40 Days of  Disciple-Making 
Journal.  This study looks at Jesus as our model 
for disciple-making and follows the 4 Chair 
Discipling process for making and multiplying 
disciples.  The printed version will be released 
this Fall,  but the free -ebook is available now at 
sonlife.com as part of  our Two X Two vision.  
We also released three new disciple-making 
training resources at this year’s D•Conference:  
ReVerb (a 3-4 day equipping experience), 
Leadership Multiplication (a 2 day training 
seminar), and Disciple-Making Coach.

Thanks for your generous 
support, faithful prayers and 
timely encouragement of  our 

ministry efforts with DHM.  We 
could not do this without you.

The Ministry Newsletter of  Doug & Jennifer Holliday

PRAYER ALERT:    

DOUG WILL BE TRAVELING 

TO PAKISTAN,  MALAYSIA 

AND INDIA TO TRAIN 

PASTORS AND CHURCH 

PLANTERS AND PREACH 

THE GOSPEL APRIL 20-30 .

Sonlife’s 4 Chair Discipling book and training now available in Spanish & Hindi.

Our new disciple-making studyReVerb training for Students and Leaders
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Pick up your FREE e-book, 40 Days of  Disciple-Making Journal, at Sonlife.com.
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I was in Israel in 2015 with our 
Sonlife Leadership Team along with 
ministry leaders from across North 
America and around the world.  
There were al most two hundred of  
us from 53 different countries 
gathered together, and we were 
studying the BOLD MOVES of  
Jesus.  At the end of  our two weeks 
together, we were to share the bold 
moves we felt God was leading us to 
take as leaders. 

Our Sonlife team had no idea just 
how significant that ti e would be.  
Coming out of  Israel, we had 
articulated a clear pathway for 
accomplishing our vision. 

BE a Disciple-Maker 
BUILD a Disciple-Making Ministry 
BEGIN a Disciple-Making  
Movement. 

We’ve spent the past three years 
building out our BE•BUILD•BEGIN 

Pathway with training and resources 
to equip and mobilize disciple-
makers.  We released our BE level 
training and resources at our 
D•Conference in Houston in 2016, 
our BUILD level training and 
resources at our D•Conference in 
Orlando in 2017, and our BEGIN 
level training and resources at our 
D•Conference this year.. 

To simply, effectively, visually 
c o m m u n i c a t e S o n l i f e ’ s 
BE•BUILD•BEGIN Pathway, we 
shot three videos in Israel this past 
October. 

BE 
vimeo.com/249748827 

BUILD 
vimeo.com/249761407 

BEGIN 
vimeo.com/249812714 

Coming out of  this 
year’s Disciple-Making 
Conference, a local 
church asked me to help them 
implement disciple-making.  After 
training their leaders in 4 Chair 
Discipling in February, I went back in 
early April to train their congregation 
in evangelism.  Their hunger to see 
God work in and through them to 
reach their community is inspiring!

BE•BUILD•BEGIN 
SONLIFE’S DISC IPSE-MAKING PATHWAY

Our Sonlife Lead Team in Arizona for our annual Prayer and Planning Retreat

Casting Vision at the D•Conference

Serving Christ together, 
Doug & Jennifer

Training 4 Chair Discipling in Orlando.

Our Disciple-Making Pathway


